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Don’t try to sell from the article.  Try to make the article compelling to make them come to your 
website.  Product reviews are better on your site to an established list.  An article should contain 
useful information to draw people in to you.  Fat-free information.  
Once you get them to your site if you use a traffic multiplier – something to get them to bring 
other visitors to your site.
Lots of people will accept the information and still do nothing.  

Article: 350-500 words.  Short and to the point. Educational and actionable.  What do you want 
your readers to do?
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When there are so many pages look for those with most activity/highest nbr of friends.
When they join your group they can help draw their friends into your group by putting out 
bulletins to their friends.

Yes keep your personal page.  Refer to your group on your personal page – send people to the 
group.  
Rule of 1%.  Statistically, Only 1% of visitors will actually create content like a group.  The 1% are 
the leaders while the rest are the followers.
Same apply to forums and blogs.  1% will start a new thread.  10% will add to the thread.  The 
rest will just read.  

When you create content you are adopting a leadership position.

Your group consolidates your prospects around your group and you are the leader of that group 
though you continue to have your own personal page.

If you put something up on YouTube or elsewhere and refer to it in the Group, of which you are 
the leader, this will send floods of visitors.  Add a Call to Action – Digg it, Stumbleupon, Comment 
in a blog.

To find the big groups search on the Categories.  Find the leader – target and try to move the 
leader towards you.
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As much quality stuff as you have.
Any relationship building activity that moves the visitor towards you is developing momentum. 
Even if they do not buy first time you have developed recognition.

Contact conditioning means you condition people to look for your content even at specific 
times in a day. 
Be consistent when you provide customer contact.  By time as well as by day/date.   
When product offers arrived at the programmed time the list were all expecting contact and got 
very high.  People respond well to being programmed.
Monitor the pulse of your market.  When there is some good thing happening in your market 
then make an offer.  Avoid times when your prospects are feeling down.

You have to take action and build your strategy.  If you get wound up about things you cannot 
control you will not achieve.  Do something you can do to generate activity/movement/action = 
momentum.

Monetising your MySpace space was dealt with on the MySpace webinar.

You are looking to serve your audience any way you can at every stage of the process.  Become 
part of your prospects life before they need to buy anything from you.

Stephen testing outsourcing of blog posting.  Will advise of results when complete.

Use all sorts of products (as affiliate) on your virtual real estate – doesn’t have to be your own.

Not just about what you can make from 1 product.  Ask yourself how many different ways you 
can make money in this market?  People will buy products before and after they need to buy 
something from you.
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Read your own book.  Read other books.
Read 10 books and you are an expert.
(this is why it is good if you are interested/passionate about your subject).
If you have read the other books then you can quote others – builds credibility.

Put the keyword in first to see how many pages come up.  You want a group that does not exist 
so that it consolidates the existing pages. 

Will put some examples in the forum.

Stephen’s ‘Clean Bill of Wealth’ on YouTube.  Video did not refer to product but very short 5 
second page appeared after the video – sent big traffic to the product sales page.
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Don’t get married to one article directory.  Spread your articles across multiple article directories.  
Capture your visitors in some way.  Optins, Comments, Viral, 

Laura to put link to video about article submission onto forum– using article submission service 
used by Stephen.

Yes, submit to max number possible – but also try to make sure they are quality
Alexa – Use the Directory not your keywords , to find high ranked websites.
Better results by one to one application.  Offer unique article – will often clinch the deal.

http://www.smartmarketingcoachingclub.com/tutorials/submitarticles/ 
http://www.smartmarketingcoachingclub.com/tutorials/submitarticles.pdf
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You can put a slightly different slant on the opinions expressed by others.  
e.g. What if that’s not true? – can produce very positive response.

It is as important to know how to do it rather than what to do.  They will take over the 
conversation and keep it going.

Blogs – then the order in which these webinars are taking place.

You can do 3 things simultaneously - Blogs, forums and MySpace.  Will be more effective together 
than doing them one after the other.

You can re-purpose and re-use much of the material you produce.  
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Any new Group on Myspace.  Put an article on your blog and you can send your group to your 
blog to read your article = instant traffic.

How do you sound ‘not credible’?  Ask great questions.

Kenneth Chiew says:
- Stephen _ Anyway to measure the effectiveness of articles?

Use a unique URL or ad tracker.  
When submitting manually use the service tracking service.

Nicholas says:
Stephen , when we create a group and adding friends, should we create a new profile? 

Because it wll not be a personal profile if we start adding people that we don't know

- Gaj Subudhi says:
Can we post the same article as a blog post in our primary blog as well as in the MySpace 

blog? does that help?
No because if people go to your blog from MySpace and find the same content they will stop 
coming.
You can put an intro with ‘Go to my blog to read the rest..’

- Robert Murti says:
what software do you use to (a) Tracking? (b) Capture e-mail or Opt in List?

- Stephen Pierce says:
www.1shoppingcart.com/uymg   60 days free

Do these things now.  Internet changes fast.
Your situation will not change if you do not do anything.

Avoid and get rid of factors and relationships that hold you 
back.

Alicia says:
http://www.smartmarketingclub.com/blog/  PLEASE VOTE –for order of next webinar. 

Vote for your top 3.
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